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BREEDING EVERGREEN CATTLE A Note from Fred Smith.
Breeding goals matter! If you don’t know where you are going, any road will get you there!
The EVERGREEN Magnolia is our company logo -the EVERGREEN tree is green in all seasons of the
year. The EVERGREEN breeding philosophy is simple, yet requires rigor to achieve. To produce
cattle that work in all seasons of our industry we must be disciplined and focused to balance
calving ease, growth, maternal and carcass traits to provide value to our commercial customers
with the most predictable genetics available. At FSC Ranch we take a very long-term view and
realize that it takes much longer to achieve excellence than many people think, but through
“extra effort” we are confident we can produce the finest SimAngus™ genetics possible for our
customers.
To achieve the EVERGREEN genomic system, we emphasize the traits that have the largest economic impact in our customers’ breeding program. For our customers in the cow-calf business
the options are simple: Wean more calves and wean heavier calves. Our structured and balanced approach includes: cattle raised on a forage-based high
fiber ration, DNA testing, and using all data possible to make our selection decisions.
We focus on 5 EDP traits and 2 index traits for the following reasons.
•
Calving Ease Direct EPD (CE) – It all begins with a live calf that does not require assistance and does not impose undue strain on the calf or dam.
•
Calving Ease Maternal (CEM) – CEM is calving ease viewed as the ability of a sire’s daughters to calve unassisted. It has a positive genetic relationship with growth and mature size. That’s why we don’t just select for higher Calving Ease Direct.
•
Weaning Weight EPD (WW) – We believe most of our customers market their calves at weaning time where they are sold by the pound so we emphasize this growth trait.
•
Yearling Weight EPD (YW) – This highly heritable trait offers
individual genetic growth potential for increased efficiency in the
feedlot.
•
Marbling EPD (MARB)-Consumers are demanding more
high-quality beef options and marbling matters and increases
return to the cattleman.
•
All-Purpose Index (API) – In NC the average herd size is 41 cows.
API is the most effective selection tool available for these proFSC Ranch’s vision is that by exercising discipline in our SIRE
ducers to achieve profitability. It measures the expected perforSELECTION, we can produce bulls that “have it all”. By seeking FRESH
mance of progeny of Sim genetic bulls used on the cowherd, with
GENETICS we can add value to our customer cow herd for generations
a portion of the daughters retained for breeding and remaining
into the future.
progeny being sold.
•
Terminal Index (TI) – This is a terminal index that measures the
What steps have been accomplished along our journey of excellence?
expected average performance of progeny of Sim genetic bulls
•
Sire Selection: This year we purchased TJ Commissioner and TJ
used on a cowherd, with all offspring placed in the feedlot and
Nebraska. We believe these bulls “have it all” and will propel us
sold grade and yield. This includes growth and carcass informaforward to produce Evergreen Cattle. (see info enclosed)
tion only, since all progeny are marketed.
•
Invest in Right Mate to have access to better information in mak-
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ing mating decisions. (see info enclosed)
Provide 3 accreditation logos so you can purchase the genetics
you want with greater assurance (see info enclosed)
Marbling Matters! “Added value of a carcass sold on AMA grid is
due to marbling”. At FSC Ranch we have increased our Marbling
EPD by 40% in the past 5 years. “30 – 49” plus up 20% this past
year “41 – 49”. ASA average marbling EPD is 31 (or 45%) compared to FSC Ranch average marbling EPD of 49 (or 15%).
Plan mating fall heifers = 25 out of 30 projected Evergreen Calves.
Spring heifers 26 out of 30 project Evergreen calves. This is a
direct result of the influence of TJ Commissioner and TJ Nebraska.

We know that these decisions today will impact the profitability and
sustainability of our customers that trust our genetics! JOIN US ON
OUR JOURNEY.

The goal at FSCR is to improve our customers profitability and sustainability in the cattle business. We believe this is best achieved by using
sires that will produce seedstock bulls and heifers that rank in the top
30% for the 5 EPDs targeted above and rank in the top 10% for both
API and TI indexes. When an animal attains this goal, we label it an
EVERGREEN BULL OR HEIFER”. Therefore, our customers can buy with
“EVERGREEN
confidence knowing that every breeding decision is made to produce
“EVERGREEN
EVERGREEN CATTLE!”

Get Your Genetic Edge from FSCR Bulls
Did you know that some cows were just genomically designed for some bulls? With that very idea in mind, we literally have used every kind of
decision-making tool and plan to try to make the perfect mating for generations. By combining phenotypes, raw weights and measures, EPDs and
other strategies for achieving our goals, breeders have worked tirelessly for years to solve the puzzle of which sires to breed to which dams.

Enter RightMate, powered by Top Genomics LLC. After years of improvement in the field of genomics to aid in predicting outcomes and improve
accuracies for selection, we are entering a new era of this technology’s capability and use. By matching sires with dams whose genes are the most
complimentary, we can maximize genetic progress and also reduce variation in the resulting calves. No more sliding backward genetically because,
despite our best efforts as seedstock providers, we made average choices for matching bulls and cows. This science just makes it simpler to make
improvement, like it was always supposed to. First, we choose from the animals in the population that have proven to deliver value based on years
of selection for population leading EPDs. Then, we apply the RightMate program to help us make the best selections for which matings to make and
which to avoid. The real winners are the genetics customers and the beef industry, with reduced costs of production and improved products.
The Fred Smith Company Ranch is setting itself apart as a leader in the commitment to genetic improvement for the good of their growing list of
satisfied commercial customers. Using all of the best tools to demonstrate that commitment and reap the benefits of profit driving, accelerated genetic value has been one of their core goals since the program’s founding. Efforts like their “Evergreen” certification and customer service options
are proof of that commitment. With those goals in mind, employing the latest in game changing technologies of RightMate and RightChoice was an
easy choice.
The first calf crop validations are in and the results of mating the right seedstock cows to the right bulls are grabbing the attention of profit focused
producers across the nation. Choosing genetic sources that utilize RightMate and RightChoice will impact your future and give you the edge you
need in our ever more competitive beef business.
For more information on the potential for RightMate and RightChoice to impact your business, plan to attend the producer program at the Fred
Smith Company Ranch the evening before this fall’s sale or check our website at www.alliedgeneticresources.com.

PLEASE JOIN US FRIDAY NIGHT FOR AN EDUCATIONAL FORUM PRESENTED BY MARTY ROPP FEATURING RIGHTMATE TECHNOLOGY.

Improved Buying Conﬁdence with
Greater Genomic ASSURANCE

Access to more and better information has always been key to making wise decisions. The evolution and improvement of genetic evaluation tools too has given us an ever-clearer picture of the true genetic makeup of cattle and thus a better view of the value proposition.
RightMate, powered by Top Genomics LLC is taking the evaluation of genetics and genomics one giant step further. By combining specific genomic information with the long-proven value of EPDs, this new advancement in technology improves our depth and precision
when evaluating the actual ability to transmit value and profit.
The 3 Accreditation Logos below are designed to simplify bull selection and improve buyer confidence by more accurately describing the
genetics offered and by reducing risk. What this means to you as a customer is a much greater assurance that you are getting both what
you want and need from the genetics you purchase. What it means to your seedstock provider is access to RightMate technology that
simply sets them apart from the rest of the industry.

MARTY ROPP 406-581-7835
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ACCREDITED GENOMIC PLUS

TOP GENOMICS

ACCREDITED CALVING EASE
– Simply find bulls with the
ACE logo for third party
Accredited, secure Calving
Ease bulls. Though we have
had tools in the past to assist
in choosing heifer bulls,
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this effective. The reduced
risk that comes with this
genomic certification will simply make your decisions
easier and your heifer calving season more successful.
Purchase special purpose ACE bulls with confidence.
They will deliver consistent and predictable calving
ease.
powered by TOP GENOMICS
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POWERED BY

ACCREDITED TERMINAL
MATE – Just like an ATM
machine makes it simpler
to access your cash, the
ATM Logo highlights bulls
accredited to generate extra
cash income as soon as your
next calf crop! These bulls are
meant specifically to use only
on mature cows and for the
purpose of adding
performance, pay weight and
end product value to market.

ED

ACCREDITED GENOMIC PLUS

ATM

• ACCREDITED TERMINAL MATE •

P

G+

ACCREDITED GENOMIC
PLUS – For the majority of
producers who simply need
consistent and balanced
genetic improvement,
without genomic setbacks,
G+ Accredited bulls should
be on your list for premium
POWERED BY
TOP GENOMICS
purchase. These sires will
absolutely move you forward
for both cost reduction and income producing traits and
substantially reduce risk when compared to all other
evaluation programs. It’s simple, the right genes are in
these bulls to help secure a profitable future and the
they have great EPDs to match!
• ACCREDITED GENOMIC PLUS •

powered by

TOP GENOMICS

Fred Smith Company Ranch has a continued
commitment to the success of their customers.
Our desire to provide added value for FSCR calves,
competitive marketing opportunities, and carcass/
feedlot performance data were the primary reasons
for our investment. Allied Feeding Partners has
now fed several FSCR sired feeder cattle and the
results are exciting. FSCR intends to produce cattle that excel at all segments of the business, and
the ability to capture data on our customers’ cattle
gives us the opportunity to make better cattle.
FSCR Sired harvest data:
168 Head harvested
89% Choice
97% YG 1-3
Returned nearly $38/head of carcass premiums!
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tj COMMISSIONER 421g

ASA# 3611962

New FSCR
Sire Additions...

TJ Commissioner is our new exciting junior herdsire at Fred Smith
Company Ranch. Commissioner’s blend of physical appeal, excellent
EPDs, and strong genomic data will sire the next generations of
SimAngus™ Genetics at FSCR. Commissioner’s incredible figures fit
perfectly with our Evergreen breeding philosophy ranking in the
Top 1% for CE, Top 5% (or better for growth) while be in the Top 1%
for TI and Top 2% for API respectively. Commissioner’s genomic
data also establishes himself as one of the very best in beef industry
screening strongly on the RightMate system. He is backed by one
of the most dynamic donors in the Simmental breed and we feel the
future us bright for this young standout.
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ASA# 3582542
TJ Nebraska was one of the most intriguing herdsires to be marketed
in 2020. He blends unbelievable figures with excellent phenotype. He
ranks in the Top 3% for CE, Top 1% for marbling, while being one
of the highest indexing bulls for $API and $TI in the IGS data base.
Nebraska’s incredible figures coupled with his striking look will make
him a heavily used sire in our breeding program. We anticipate this
dynamic herdsire siring Evergreen sons who will be certain to be
highlights in the future.
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